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Let (X, [[. [Ix) be a normed space over the complex numbers field C and ¢ : D C X -~ X, D ~t @ 
a nonlinear operator. We recall the following usual definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. The point x* E D is a fixed point for ~, if ¢~(x*) = x*. 
DEFINITION 2. The point x* E D is a point of attraction for the nonlinear operator ¢~, if there 
exists a neighborhood B(x*,r)  = {x E X [ [Ix - x*[[ < r}, r > 0 of the point x*, such that 
for every x ° E B(x*,r)  the sequence {x k } obtained by the iterative method x k+l = ¢(xk),  for 
k E N,  is contained in D, and tends to x*. 
LEMMA 1. The linear operator T : X ~ X is cailed continuous, if and only if supx#0 x 
([[T(x)[[x/i[x[[x) is finite, where Ox is the null element of the space X. 
We denote by L(X)  the algebra of the linear continuous operators on X. 
DEFINITION 3. If we define for every T E L (X)  
ItT(x)llx IITIIL(X) = sup 
x+Ox I lx l lx 
then [1. JJL(X) : L (X)  ~ R is the corresponding operator norm attached to the norm [1-[Ix : 
X -+ R,  or called the dual norm, too. In this way, the algebra of the linear continuous operators 
will be a normed a/gebra, denoted by (L(X),  [[ • IlL(X)). 
The following theorem is well known. 
THEOREM 1. I f (X ,  [[. [Ix) is a Banach space, then (L(X),  H" IlL(X)) will be a Banach algebra. 
DEFINITION 4. The norm H" ][~ : X -~ R is equivalent to the initial norm [[. Hx : X --+ P~ on X, 
if there ex/st constants cl, c2 > O, such that c l .  [Ix[Ix _< I[xH~ _< c2. ]Ix[Ix,/or every x E X ,  and 
we will denote it I1" IIx ~ I1" I1 . 
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LEMMA 2. If  (X, II" f ix)  is a Banach space, and II" [I~ ~ II" f ix,  then (X, II-I15c) i s  a Banach 
space, also. 
LEMMA 3. I f  [J. JJx ~ [[" [[~:, then the dual norms [[. [[L(x) ~ l[ • JJ~(x) are equivalent, also. 
We mention the following definition. 
DEFINITION 5. The nonlinear operator ¢ : D C X -~ X ,  D ~ @, is called t~rdchet differentiable in
an interior point x E D, if  there exists a linear, continuous operator, denoted by @'(x) : X ~ X ,  
such that 
lim [J(I)(x + h) - ¢b(x) - ' b ' (x ) (h ) l l x  = O, 
h-.Ox [JhJJx 
where h ~ 8x, and (x + h) E D. It is called the Frdchet differential of@ in the point x. 
LEMMA 4. I f  ~ is Fr~chet differentiable operator in the interior point x E D, and [[. [[~ ~ [[. [Ix, 
then the operator • is Frdchet differentiable operator in x, corresponding to the norm J] • [[~. 
Let us suppose that (X, [[ • l[x) is a Banach space. For every T E L(X) ,  we can define the 
spectrum of T in the Banach algebra L(X) .  It is known that the spectrum of T is a nonvoid and 
compact subset in C. 
DEFINITION 6. Under the spectral radius of the operator T denoted by r(T), we mean the 
radius of the least circle which is centered in the zero point of the complex plane and it covers 
the spectrum. 
We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let T : X --* X be a bounded, linear operator on a Banach space (X, [] • [Ix). Let r 
be any number greater then r(T). Then, there is a norm ]J. [[~ on X equivalent o the original 
norm such that IITIIL(x) < r. 
For proof see [1]. 
Now, we show the main result of this work. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a complex Banach space, and ~ : D C X ~ X ,  D ~ @, a nonlinear 
operator, a fixed point x* E D for ~. Let suppose that • is Fr~chet differentiable in the interior 
point x* E D, and r(@'(x*)) < 1. Then, x* is an attraction point of the operator @. 
PROOF. The condition r(@'(x*)) < 1 results, that  we can choose e > 0, such that r(C~'(x*)) + 
2e < 1. Now, we apply Lemma 5, so if we put r = r(¢'(x*)) + e, then there exists a norm [[. [[~¢ 
on X,  equivalent o the original norm [[. [Ix, such that t , [[(]~ (X)[[L(X) --~ r(~'(x*)) + e. Lemma 4 
results that  (I) is Fr6chet differentiable corresponding to the norm [[. [[~¢. By Definition 5 we obtain 
that  for the given e > 0, there exists a ball, B = B(x*,r*) = {x E D [ [Ix - x*[[~c < r*} C D 
such that 
ll(~(x) - ¢ (x*)  - ¢ '  (x* ) (x  - x* ) l l~  < ~. llx - x* l l~ ,  
for every x E B. Consequently, 
ll~)(x) - ¢(x*)I15c ~_ l l¢(x)  - ¢ (x* )  - ,~ ' (x* ) (x  - x*)llSc + l l¢ ' (x* ) (x  - x* ) l l~  
< E. l l x -  x* l l~  ÷ I I¢ ' (x* ) l l~(x ) .  llx -x* l l~  
< ~. llx - x* l l~  + ( r (C ' (x* ) )  +~) .  llx - x* l l~  
= ( r (C ' (x* ) )  + 2c) .  llx - x* l l ' ,  
for every x E B. If we choose arbitrary x ° E B, then 
ljxl , i , i , i , i -=  I Ix  = (=°)  - = ) l lx  _ < + • II =° -= I Ix  < II =° -= I1 - < 
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also. Mathematical induction assures us that x n E B for every n E N. Iterating the above 
inequality we obtain 
[IX n-{-1 -- X*II% : I I¢(x n) - ¢(x*) l l~ ~< ( r (~ ' (x* ) )  + 2~), 1Ix ~ - x*l lk 
< (r (C' (x*))  + 2~) 2 • I1~ " -1  - x*ll~ < ' "  < ( r (¢ ' (x* ) )  + 2EF  +1 • IIx ° - x*l l~, 
so the sequence  {xn}nEN is convergent and limn-~oo x n = x*, in the topology generated by the 
norm [1" []~. But I[" [[~ ~ [[" [[x, limn-~oo xn exists, and limn-.oo x n = x* in the topology generated 
by the original norm I[" I[z. This means, x* is an attraction point for the nonlinear operator (I). 
| 
CONSEQUENCE 1. If X is a finite-dimensional complex Banach space, i.e., X = C ° for some 
n E N, then Theorem 2 is known as Ostrowski's theorem (see [3]). 
Next we give an application of Theorem 2. 
Let us consider the operator equations 
F(x)  = Ox, (1) 
where F : D'  C X --* X,  D'  # q} is a nonlinear operator. The point x* E D is a solution of 
equation (1), if it is true that F(x*) = Ox. To solve equation (1) by using iterative method, first 
we must transform it in the iterative form 
(I)(x) = x, (2) 
where ~ : D C X ~ X, D # 0 is called the nonlinear iterative operator. One possibility to 
realize this is Newton's transformation, i.e., we consider 
O(x)  = x - [A (x ) l - l  F (x ) ,  
where A : D C X --* L (X)  is a nonlinear operator. Evidently, we must suppose here, that for 
every x E D the linear and continuous operator A(x) = L (X)  is injective, i.e., [A(x)] -1 exists and 
we can realize the composition [A(x)]- lF(x),  or we can suppose even more, i.e., A(x) E L (X)  
is a one to one and onto map. If we choose A(x) = F ' (x  °) for every x E D, where x ° E D is 
a fixed point, then we obtain the special Newton's method ~(x) = x - [F ' (x°)] - lF(x) ,  or if we 
choose A(x) = F~(x), the Fr~chet differential of F in the point x, then we obtain the general 
Newton's method ~(x) = x - [F ' (x)] - lF(x) .  The reason of this iterative method is that the 
solution x* E D ~ of the equation (1) will be a fixed point for the equation (2), and conversely. 
To state the theorem about the convergence ofthe Newton's method, we first need two technical 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 6. Let X be a Banach space, and T, U E L(X) .  We suppose that T is one to one and 
onto, and lIT-ill <_ a. I f  IIT - U[I <_ 13 and a .13 < 1, then U is one to one and onto, and 
[[U-I[[ _~ a/(1 - aft). 
The proof is elementary. 
OBSERVATION 1. The previous technical emma is valid in every Banach algebra. 
LEMMA 7. Let F : D'  C X --* X, D ~ # 0, be a nonlinear operator, x* E D' be a solution 
of the equation (1), and /30 C D ~ a neighborhood of the point x*. Let A : Bo --* L (X)  be 
a nonlinear operator, continuous in x*. We suppose that F is Frdchet differentiable in x* and 
A(x*) is one to one and onto. Then, [A(x)] -1 exists for a sphere B = B(x*,r*) C B0, and 
the operator ~ : B --* X given by ~(x) = x - [A(x)]-I F(x) is ~chet  differentiable in z* and 
(I)'(x*) = I - [A(x*)] -1 .  F'(x*). 
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PROOF. Let us denote by fl = II[A(x*)]-~II, and take e such that 0 < e < (2~) -1. Because A is 
continuous in x*, there exists r* > 0 such that B = B(x* , r* )  C Bo and IIA(x) -A (x* ) l  I < ~ for 
every x E B. Now, we use Lemma 6, [A(x)] -1 exists on the ball B and moreover, H[A(x)]-lll _< 
f~/(1 -e f t )  < 2f~ for every x e B. Furthermore, F is Fr~chet differentiable in the point x*, so we 
can suppose that r* > 0 is chosen such that l iE(x) - F(x*)  - F ' (x* ) (x  - x*)l I <_ ~. Ilx - x* H for 
every x E B. 
Now, we obtain 
(I)(X) -- ~)(X*) -- [~" -- [A (x*)] -1F  t(x*)] (x -x* )  
= x - [A (x)] -1 F (x) - x* + [A (x*)] -1 F (x*) - (x - x*) + [A (x*)] -1 F '  (x*) (x - x*) 
= [A (x*)] -1 F '  (x*) (x - x*) - [A(x)] -1 F(x)  
= - [A (x)] -1 (F  (x) - F (x*) - F '  (x*) (z - x*)) 
+ [A (x)] -1 (A (x) - A (x*)) [A (x*)] -1F '  (x*) (x - x*) 
_< I[A (x)] - i  • IIF (x) - F (x*) - F '  (x*) (x - z *)l I 
+ I[A(x)] -1 .HA(x) -A(x* ) I I .  [A(x*)] - l l . l lB ' (x* ) f l . l l x -x* l l  
_< 2/~. ~llz - z*ll + 2f~. ~. ~llF'  (z*)II" IIz - z*ll = ~ (2f~ + 2f~ 2 • liE' (z*)II)" IIz - z*ll, 
for every x E B. This results directly, that  ¢b'(x*) = I - [A(x*)]-XF'(x*).  | 
OBSERVATION 2. The proof of Lemma 7 one can find in [2] for finite-dimensional spaces. 
Now, we are ready to announce the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let us suppose that all assumptions of Lemma 7 are valid, and moreover p( I  - 
[A(x*)]- 1F' (x* ) ) < 1. Then, the point x* is an attraction point for the Newton's  transformation. 
PROOF. It follows directly from Theorem 2 and Lemma 7. 
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